Section II — Answer Question 2

Discovery allowed the people to explore ideas about themselves, others and the world. This can be conveyed confronting but it also brings conveyed for it. Ray Bradbury in “Fahrenheit 451” explore the importance of freedom and education in the world around us. Jane Harrison in the play “Rainbow’s End” forces the audience to discover the reality of Australian’s treatment Aboriginal people short in the world. The film clymation “Hurricane" krumpet" by Adam Elliot also shows that the most importance conveyed confronting can be conveyed for themselves and others around them.

In Fahrenheit 451 demonstrated that importance of education and freedom in the world. The main character is Montage and his job is burn any books remain. As Montag is adoubt to his job, simple and
Symbolism used to show how this feels upset him.

He feels "like a white pigeon in his hand" as they feel he killed the bird symbol of innocence and freedom.

Bird is a symbol for book. He by using these symbolic

to the reader create the ideas in the world, without discovery to learn

and freedom no one can made discovery.

Montag makes discoveries that there must be something important in the books. It tries to discribe to his wife something in there.

and it's surprising the imaging how a woman stay in burning house he realise discovery make a human. when he met a

girl named calie. She asked a question but he can't answer and girl cross the town with mask. her. he realise he ware a mask he pretending his life is

happy. but he realise that how miserable life he have. In dram text Rainbow's End is also explore the importance
encyclopaedia. When Ervol, an inexperienced travelling salesman, 
He opened the word up a dis... Glady finished the 
word discovery. 
pass the bride hupis by mistake. He tries above encyclopaedia set 
to Glady. Glady wanted buy encyclopaedia for her daughter 
because she wasn't able go to school 
and can't read. 
because she know access to knowledge and for her all of

a key. 
These is opportunity for success get the information

The bank manager is minor character in this play and teaches
the audience revision through his dialogue and his actions.

and he wants the audience discover hisicism attitude. Glady try
convince interview job for dolly. The bank manager said: "What

I'm wondering. How shed fit in. It means he doesn't want
his white customer to deserve Aboriginal people, even his
action was worst a jug two cup of tea and bowl sugar

he does not offer to Glady because he doesn't want her lip's
In Hurvé krumpt by Adam Elliot shows that the importance of confronting situations can be provided for themselves or others around them. In Fahrenheit 451, explore the importance of freedom and education. In "Rainbow's End," forces the audience to discover reality of Australia's Aboriginal people, and also...